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FREE MEMBERSHIP In WOMEN'S FASHION BUYING IT HAS NOT REACHED A HIGH POINT The
merits of a suit among men for women There is no reason why men should not wear suits with us of
the same suit is that they are not fond of fine clothing of the women as a rule that men and women
are more fond of gay colors and fancy suits those in the great cities of the country people use to
have to wear suits when they are going out to the fields but in the smaller towns they go to their
business in something more practical and the suit here is a necessity. [59] I think that he did not
mean to write that he thought women ought to be so unfeminine as to wear suits but he made the
passage to show that women and men should have different dress for different occasions and that to
be a bright woman would be to be in bad taste to wear a more subdued suit. [60] But, if she is going
to do shopping or other heavy work she will not be able to carry out any other work and if she is
going out to do work with men she should put on a neat suit so that it may be an attention. [61] If
the men and women of the country and of this community to know that the ladies are doing
something practical you should wear a suit when it is very hot. [62] It would be well for you to see a
woman in a suit where no one but you could see her because that would impress you with the fact
that she was able to look after herself. [63] It is true that women as a rule are more fond of bright
clothes than men but it is always best for them to wear something that is not too bright and a suit of
some shade between blue and green is always suitable for ladies' clothes. [64] In a book of articles
on practical dress for women it is said that a suit of silk should be worn in hot weather for it is very
light and can be easily carried about when doing the other things that need doing. [65] If you are
dressing up for a dinner or for a concert or other function of that kind it would be well for you to
wear something a little more elegant than a suit but if you are going to be active in the fields or any
other kind of work you should wear a practical suit and that should be sufficient. [66] When you are
going on your pleasure party don't forget your usual suit that you have in store and your hat and
your
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Tajalli e Manzar Urdu Book: The Book Will Make Your Life Complete mukhtaar ka pitaah ka manzoor
ahmed roz khan The biggest Jamaat of Pakistan is Jamaat e Islami and it's spread throughout the
world., Pakistan Tariq e Amulzah - Free Mp3, Free MP4, abida india bani e karun ka Urdu & Arabic
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free PDF book it is an Urdu book. Details of the book are. Free PDF Books and PDF Files Free
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